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he birth  of  EuPA  Open  Proteomicshe timing is right. Coinciding with the ﬁrst days of good
eather, this new spring welcomes the birth of the youngest
aby in the family of proteomics journals published by Else-
ier. The necessary incubation and development work, in
he nine months after its conception in beautiful Siena, has
een primarily behind the scenes. With the expert help of
xperienced colleagues of sister journals, in particular the
ournal of Proteomics and Translational Proteomics, we have now
eached the stage where the product of all this team work
an see the light, and, literally, ‘go live’. We invite you all to
oin the excitement of the European Proteomics Association
EuPA), the proud parent and owner of the journal, with the
aunch of this novel title in quality proteome research.
Fully in line with the mission of EuPA, ‘to strengthen
nd promote fundamental research and applications in all
reas of proteomics across national borders’, EuPA Open Pro-
eomics is an online-only, open access journal. Authors retain
opyright and are offered the choice of Creative Common
icences. We  herewith urge speciﬁcally all EuPA members to
ake advantage of this new possibility to enhance the visibil-
ty of the society by submitting quality articles of scientiﬁc
xcellence.
Besides operating according to a different distribution
odel, also in its Aims & Scope EuPA Open Proteomics
s clearly distinct from the society afﬁliate Journal of Pro-
eomics, which it nicely expands and complements. EuPA
pen Proteomics welcomes manuscripts in a variety of ‘typical’
ormats. These include original research papers, short com-
unications, (mini)reviews, opinion papers, and proteomics
utorials. Enjoying all the beneﬁts of being entirely elec-
ronic, EuPA Open Proteomics will, in addition, also accept
rticles on large proteomic datasets, especially where these
an serve as digital reference materials, and less conven-
ional types of pieces, such as ofﬁcial EuPA notes and meeting
eports. Special attention will go to the coverage of novelmethodological and technical developments, including bioin-
formatics and data processing. As such our journal aspires to
become one of the primary sources where mass spectrome-
try imaging experiments can be displayed, cross-referenced,
and discussed in their full extent. At the other side of
the spectrum, also short preliminary studies that warrant
rapid publication will be willingly considered. In all cases,
scientiﬁc rigour, quality and novelty will form the main cri-
teria on the basis of which manuscripts are evaluated and
reviewed.
It is our intention to cover the complete spectrum of
proteome sciences from basic, fundamental to applied,
translational proteomics, from microorganisms, over plants,
and (model) animal species to human. Within these
ﬁelds, papers will be specially fostered that focus on
proteomic pathway analyses as well as on biologically rele-
vant subproteomics, including peptidomics, lipidomics, and
glyco(proteo)mics.
EuPA Open Proteomics is aimed at international proteomics
scientists, academic and industrial, senior and established,
but also young and promising. In full agreement with EuPA’s
vision, EUPA Open Proteomics will, therefore, speciﬁcally offer
junior (European as well as other international) proteomics
scientists a platform to push the distribution of their ﬁrst
results, by accepting short papers communicating eminent
quality student research.
With the enthusiastic effort of our Board of Associate Edit-
ors, a skilful international team of proteome experts within
each of the speciﬁc (sub)disciplines listed above, EuPA Open
Proteomics will soon grow up and occupy a distinct position
among the high class proteomics journals of today and of the
future.
Conﬁdent that the entire Proteomics community will
embrace this innovative option to propagate and promote
their newest results in this biologically highly relevant
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discipline, we  encourage all of you to submit your articles now
and  take advantage of no publication charges in 2013.1Editor-in-Chief
Peter D.E.M. Verhaert
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